PROF. LUTHER C. BARCUS
INVESTIGATES NEW SPAGHETTI

All Tech Weekend

President Lydon presents the flowers to the Queen of All Tech.

Addis and Crafot added a lively touch to the evening with their folk singing.

"We, the undergraduate body of Lowell Technological Institute, do congregate in the formation of a student government, do constitute a functioning of the principles for which we stand, and a consistent advocating of student opinions and action... as the student, do entrust the chosen members of the council the power to govern and express the interest and opinions of the student body..."

The election of officer is found in the preamble of the constitution of the student council. This preamble establishes the major objectives of the council, the responsibilities of the candidates, and the responsibilities of the voters.

The attainment of the forementioned objectives of the council becomes the primary responsibility of the president and the members of the council. The members of the council constitute a chain of twelve links, one for each member. The strength of any chain depends on its weakest link and of those twelve links the president's must be the one of utmost strength. I feel that this link should be composed of an alloy consisting of two components: experience and dedication.

My experience in student government goes back to when I was a freshman. In my freshman year, I was elected to the Dormitory Council. In the spring of my junior year, I was elected to the present Student Council as representative of the class of 1964. Within the council, I was chairman of the Upstream Day of 1963 and ticket chairman for the class of 1963. I edited an intermediary between the Student Council and freshmen in my second year as chairman. In my third year in the council, I served as chairman of the council and was assistant editor of the student paper; in my fourth year, my campaign slogan was "leading the special committee which accomplished the obtaining of the new library." During the past year, I served as ranking chairman for Delta Kappa Phi Fraternity and as a student proctor in Dall Hall. After these qualifications, I qualify for the experience. The president of the Student Council must be experienced in activities at L.T.I. for this is certainly no position to enter upon unaware of the responsibilities attached to it.

In my opinion, the president should be composed of an alloy consisting of two components: experience and dedication.

The elected Student Council President will be restricted to act as the head of the Council members of the council whose duty is to promote and express the interests and opinions of the student body, and to take any action that is necessary to preserve or further these interests.

For President--

PETER A. WOOG

THOR PECKEL

Employment

Students interested in summer employment abroad, may obtain details of Lutheran's program from Mr. Michael J. Taylor, Director of the LTI Placement Office.

Next Deadline

Features

News

April 18
April 25

Look who raised the grease yard. She looks happy with her find.

"The taxes are today, you might as well pay for love.

I am the student body on a regular basis in a competent and comprehensive manner on the student council matters and activities. The conclusion, we must remember that the struggle must be in the recognition of the candidates and their qualifications. It is your responsibility to vote wisely for the candidate who is qualified for the position.
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"VOICE OF AMERICA" TAPES MADE AT LOWELL TECH

With the cooperation of WLLI, Lowell Tech's radio station on campus, and arrangements by its president, Charles Cardona, several international students on campus have made special taped broadcasts for the U.S. information agency's "Voice of America" program. The tapes, which are not heard in this country, will be beamed to their homeland. All the students who volunteered are from India. They include Mr. and Mrs. P. P. Shah, Biplo C. Bhat, Prof. Amin, Jagdish Vir, K. K. Mathur, R. C. Nakate, Indu P. Pitbaker, J. C. Dau, V. A. Jiwala, A. S. Bharadwaj, D. N. Hape, H. R. Dosai and K. Khan.

"The appeal to the student body to vote wisely is a campaign in a competent and comprehensive manner in the election of the Student Council members. It is your responsibility to vote for the candidate who is qualified for the position."
THE TEXT

A LOOK AT PREJUDICE

For a beginning, let's look at the definition of prejudice: a judgment or opinion formed without due examination; a mental decision based on other grounds than reason and in defiance of reason, principle, or bias.

Most persons, when questioned on their prejudices, would say: 'I don't prejudge anyone or anything.' Hypercritical? Definitely. There are some people who truly believe they can tell us ourselves, truthfully, that at some future or another we haven't shown bias against someone. Maybe he is different in religion, color of skin, language, or may be only in ideas. It seems, therefore, that this is a basic human trait. Perhaps God should have left us with that quality in our moorings.

But if we do not have the ability to hate, neither can we have the ability to love. Why? Because a man himself still exists in abundance. Such a waste of emotion and time.

A common argument heard from a segregatist: "Would you want your daughter to marry a Negro?" Of course, the solution to every problem of this nature is an extreme consequence. An extreme consequence cannot represent a valid argument since the probability of obtaining this outcome is so relatively small. Therefore, it should not be used to prove an extreme group or groups.

If we are prone to prejudice, others have been able to use a man's or group's difference to attain their own goals. We've seen examples, in the past, where tyrants have used a minority group as a scapegoat in order to achieve on and Hitler convinced his followers that the Jews were responsible for all the world's ills. He even went as far as to say that any Jews in any men to reach his goal. Lives were no object. A man dedicated to a cause—that he was—but with a lack of feelings for others. We have not used or been used in the mechanics of spreading Communism.

So let's look at the foundation of our republic, we are moved by a certain patriotic sense and zeal of our country. We have heard that "all men are created equal", "true freedom is a thing purchased by the blood of man..." but in reality, the blood of many, all men, regardless of race, creed, color, etc. Those are mere words. Without us there are nothing.

It is ridiculous to suppose that the only way to choose to call it, has been inspired in us by some means, and we go through a foolish act that our mind choose to us in judgment of what we don't like, ideas, wounds, etc. When a means is found to keep man constantly aware that he is not really so superior, and definitly not better than God to all in judgment of what he is, he'll better recognize his differences, perhaps we'll have a small beginning towards peace relations throughout the world.

Lastly, religious opinions have been expressed. It is commendable for a man to stand up for what he believes. But when a man acts not at any time, it's because they differ from his own, that is not commendable.

Letters to The Editor

Sir: It's very gratifying to realize that there are still some young at heart in school. For a while I feared that Lowell Tech was full of snobs. But it seems that I was wrong, for here in our midst is a definite high-grouped organization of little boys wandering around campuses. But these boys are more literate of this group is indulged in one very pleasant pastime, that of playing pillow-blowing—when our group met around lunch time, and muddly as it may be, it is for us all to enjoy! But our lunchroom—having overdeveloped males and females. A few of us as robes and daily arrest us for playing on their bill of the year, because of the blackboards.

But we're treated of playing this silly little game. We tried to tell them about it, but they just replied, "We don't care, and be wouldn't make us quit. We can beat them up—Daddy always beats us in the end. And we can take their hands and ticket states from them, for they've hidden them—true to the letter that ruffles crusaders have been then a school at a school.

What can we do? Wait for them to grow up? Beat them to the playground? It almost looks hopeless.

Sir: Re: St. Cloud's "They Came From Above." Don St. Cloud have regular conversations with God? If he does, then their conversations are...The Almighty is merciful, but he is just. He wanted THE BIBLE TO BE HEROIC AND THE COUNTER-CHRISTIAN...THE COUNTRY TO BE OBEYED...

Re: St. Cloud: "They Came From Above." Don St. Cloud have regular conversations with God? If he does, then their conversations are...The Almighty is merciful, but he is just. He wanted THE BIBLE TO BE HEROIC AND THE COUNTER-CHRISTIAN...THE COUNTRY TO BE OBEYED...

Re: St. Coud's: "They Came From Above." Don St. Cloud have regular conversations with God? If he does, then their conversations are...The Almighty is merciful, but he is just. He wanted THE BIBLE TO BE HEROIC AND THE COUNTER-CHRISTIAN...THE COUNTRY TO BE OBEYED...

Re: St. Coud's: "They Came From Above." Don St. Cloud have regular conversations with God? If he does, then their conversations are...The Almighty is merciful, but he is just. He wanted THE BIBLE TO BE HEROIC AND THE COUNTER-CHRISTIAN...THE COUNTRY TO BE OBEYED...

Re: St. Coud's: "They Came From Above." Don St. Cloud have regular conversations with God? If he does, then their conversations are...The Almighty is merciful, but he is just. He wanted THE BIBLE TO BE HEROIC AND THE COUNTER-CHRISTIAN...THE COUNTRY TO BE OBEYED...

Re: St. Coud's: "They Came From Above." Don St. Cloud have regular conversations with God? If he does, then their conversations are...The Almighty is merciful, but he is just. He wanted THE BIBLE TO BE HEROIC AND THE COUNTER-CHRISTIAN...THE COUNTRY TO BE OBEYED...
EDITORIAL COMMENTS

I presume that most students are looking forward to editorial comments on All Tech weekend. I can sum it up in one statement: All Tech was a big disappointment.

On the first evening, Stan Getz proved to be less of an entertainer—much less—than expected. If it hadn't been for his conceived personality, I could almost have stood the music. The Student Council fell down in their duty when they sacrificed good entertainers for the sake of entertainment. No matter how good a band is, if they don't want to play for the students they should be playing somewhere else, leaving us to get a band worth listening to.

The refusal of Stan Getz's manager to allow anyone to use the piano before his performance was an annoyance. No student at Lowell Tech could tell the difference whether or not the piano had been played beforehand. The failure of the Student Council to foresee this was inexcusable, for the clause was in Getz's contract.

Adidas and Croft, however, deserve praise for their fine performance. They were really swinging, and, I might comment, I have their album and it's a really good record. If anyone is interested, the song about the rocket to Venus is in the album. The album is "Such Interesting People." It is unfortunate that we didn't have two full hours of Adidas and Croft, but what can you expect for $2,000.

The second night was no salvation to the pride of the Student Council. The decorations were poor and certainly not worthy $200. The band was considered good by most students, but the one o'clock closing time was abruptly changed when the Lowell police decided to enforce the Blue Laws. Now, how could anyone be stupid enough to schedule a dance without even checking on such an important detail as "are we allowed to open that late?"

What can you say? The Student Council fell down on their job? No, I suppose not. But they certainly overlooked a few important details. I hope for a better weekend next year. There's plenty of room for improvement.

To those who are concerned with the pecking of the performance with high school couples, I can only say it was done for financial reasons. I agree that their behavior may not be up to the college level, but sometimes I feel that the college level behavior is far below par. Breeching and hissing isn't nice. It takes no imagination, no originality, no class. It just shows everyone how immature you really are.

THE CAFETERIA

Let's take a look at the school cafeteria. I have eaten there recently because I felt that it was unfair to speak out without grounds. I ordered Spanish rice recently. Now, every recipe I can find for Spanish rice says to fry the rice in butter first, then add the sauce and simmer until the rice is cooked. Here's what I find at the cafeteria when I ordered Spanish rice: overcooked instant rice with a ladle of spaghetti sauce on top. This was not Spanish rice, for the rice was not cooked with the sauce. Wasn't that false advertising? I ask you, the meal was so bad I couldn't eat it. I just dumped it in the wastebasket after tasting it. With the meal, I was served chowder. What could I find in it—no clams, no clams, just 3 small pieces of potato and some water thickened with flour. I wonder what kind of chowder it was.

Today, I stopped for coffee. I bought two donuts and a cup of coffee. The cup must have been full of soap, for that's exactly what the coffee tasted like. The doughnuts had to be thrown out. The doughnuts were 10c each, "Dunkin' Doughnuts" sell their good doughnuts for 8c and pays overhead on their establishment. That's all they sell are doughnuts and coffee. They cannot compete in business and they make a profit. Now why can't the school cafeteria operate as a concession, at least match those 10c in some doughnuts. Or is there a premium on stealing doughnuts?

I feel that it is time the cafeteria was put out to bid. The contract will be awarded to the present holder, Charlie August. If the Board of Trustees sees no reason for the competitive bidding. The only reason they have to open the bid this summer is if you, the student, make known any dissatisfaction you may have with the cafeteria. This must be with letters to the Board of Trustees. I see no reason why you, the students, should be without a good place to eat when there are people waiting to bid into the cafeteria and give you the cleanliness and good food you deserve.

BLOOMING PLASTICS TECHNOLOGISTS

Thor Frakel, Vice-President of the Society of Plastics Engineers, has written to me that he is returning to his job as president of the society after a brief vacation. He has told me that he is very interested in the plastics industry and is planning to do some research in the field. He has also told me that he is very pleased with the work of the society and that he is looking forward to their future success.

Vinyl mixer - seems to be working o.k. wonder what's in the bucket.

And here we can make plastic bags, miles of 'em if you want.

LAMBERT'S MARKET

128 TEXTILE AVE.
MEATS, GROCERIES
ASST. COLD CUTS

WINDSOR RESTAURANT

and COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Landmark of Dillan, Years

Featuring Italian Cuisine and Piano, Bar

and Lunch on a Stick

Program by the Lowel/Lawrence Bird Band

Route 110, Dracut

MODERN CLEANERS

Normal Attire For Rent

Tuxedos and Gowns

Lowell
FRATERNITY NEWS

"DEAR GABBY"

Dear Gabby,
I'm beginning to think that I have no sex appeal. I take my girl wherever she wants to go and all she wants almost every day, but she still won't even give me a good night kiss when I ask for it! Please help me!

Dear Desperate:
As Confucious says: "Candy's dandy, but liquor's quicker."

Dear Gabby,
I'm an L.T.I. writer and I've been having trouble with my interviews. I've gotten one job offer so far - but who wants to serve floors?

Dear Choice:
I'm making a sweater for my boyfriend. My trouble is that the teacher won't let me knit during school hours. What should I do?

Dear Coach:
Yes, that you should be allowed to knit. After all, you might as well get something out of the source.

O PI

With the All-Tech Weekend under our belts, things are beginning to settle down at O Pi, and the brothers are now preparing to hope that all that attended had an enjoyable evening and that we will see you next year! This year, the Weekend proved to be quite a success at the House. Among the activities to look for include, Bob Brown, Janie, Mutiny, Doug Crane, Bob Noon, Jamy, and Ram. John.

Since the brothers and who are in need of transportation, are requested to be back in the house by 9:00 P.M. for the Brotherhood meeting. All brothers are requested to stop at the library on the way over for a few minutes. Mr. Kennedy's physical fitness program has had a lot of great material. Many brothers are in the ones who have made the committee to be on the lookout for our track stars, who will be topping up and down the street, wishing our opponents a good day! It is not under the leadership of Bob Brown, is getting ready for the coming season. The first practice will be scheduled in the next few days.

For those interested in racing, Richmond Bank opened recently. Among the brothers, the ones who are interested are Charlie Brown, George Hooper and Joe. Word is that Presley has his sights set on the win and has told him of his determination. We understand that everything turned out O.K., though. His father bought the track for $500.

Our biggest change in the community goes to Tom McAvitiy, who absolutely wanted his sister to Miles More.

LUCIEN BRUNELLE, INC.
REGISTERED PHARMACISTS
PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS
106 Textile Avenue
Lowell, Mass.
Tel. GL 3-2221

THE INSTITUTE CAFETERIA
Full Course Dinners
WANT FOR OUR DAILY SPECIALS
Visit The Snack Bar
Open At Night

SKI TEAM NEWS

The newly formed ski team is poised to report that in its first weekend of invitational meets with the New England Invitational Conference all teams it has enrolled for 7 out of 7 possible points. Practices have been held at the Ski Area and Wednesday night at Bred- der's Lake. The skiing will be excellent everywhere north without reasonable hope of the local ski area. None of the members have raced before and it will be some time through the season it'll be their second year on skis - shows what practice, enthusiasm and patience will do.

This year's team, captained by Jack Dooley, were made up as follows: John D'Arcy, Joe Brey, Ken Merlot, Bob "Stirp" Twigg and Paul Perrell. "P.I. Ski" "Ski-Palooza" Bert, Ray Pinsky's. boys, before the summer vacation, Paul, and Paul Nato. Due to Gabe's unexpected ski form, curious as it was, he was bounced between "A" and "B" in various meets.

For next year, the team has participated in the N.E.I.A.C. for membership and expects to show the other members that this small school has a "big" team.

But the flight is not yet over, for next Saturday, March 30, we again play this time at Hickey's for the last time this year. We really hope and expect to see a larger number of our supporters, both skiers and fans. The ticket prices take up where E. J. left off. Let's get a crowd of students out today to make this possible and make the day a great one. We aren't going to stop on your tamed carpet and let a non-skier situation ruin it for us. See you Saturday morning.

We will go to school as long as we live. Life exists to live, adults and therefore is somehow more than mere than the children. It is a time for the more constructive and industrious ones come to the fore among those of the same age... And in life there is no liable teacher who can encourage the good pupil for we are all pupils.

HEADQUARTERS FOR
Writing Paper
Slide Rules
Drafting Supplies
All School Supplies
Writing Instruments
Gifts Greeting Cards
PRINCE'S
108 Metronick Street
GL 7-1521

Skiing is in the Air
Your College Fashion Headquarters
At The
QUAD JAMBOREE!
As a candidate for Student Council Representative of the Class of '66, I, Richard Heike, feel that my maturity and experience qualifies me best for this office. I am 21 years old and an active participant in school activities free of Lowell Tech. Academically, I have earned a letter in basketball. As President of your class, I have worked diligently to increase class spirit and activities through such class efforts as roadside shows. In the future, I would like to work for better facilities for two campus, better facilities for campus halls, and a continuation of the fine spirit shown by our class. I believe that the best way for me to experience I have already gained as President of your class, to be a member of the Student Council. I make me the best qualified to represent you as your representative to the Student Council.

TO ALL THOSE WHO ARE PLANNING TO WALK 50 MILES

Considerable interest has been shown in a 50-mile hike. There are about 40 people who have signed up for the walk. Their names are on a list of those interested. A date will be set soon enough to make the hike workable. Watch your TEXT for more information.

Gym is becoming my favorite haunt. Picture if you can, a staid scholar, unadorned with a beard, a tailcoat, a waistcoat and a frock coat. I am slowly making a transition from the Class of '65. After grabbing the flying rings in gym class, I am directed to only do a handstand or a one-footed-dislocator. It is trying to be a man on a flying trampoline, who is exercising in a gym class and 200 degree even with a tailcoat, waistcoat and frock coat. I am slowly making a transition from the Class of '65. I am feeling more and more at home in the gym class, where I feel comfortable and secure.

There are still a few weeks left in the semester, and I am hoping to take some classes and make some progress. I am working on a few new projects, including a new experiment with flying rings. I am also planning to take some classes in photography and art. I am excited about the possibilities and opportunities that lie ahead. I am looking forward to the rest of the semester and the challenges that lie ahead.

Call

The problem is not looking for a job in the conventional sense, but more about finding a way to sustain myself. I am currently seeking a job that not only pays well but also fulfills a sense of purpose. I am open to various industries, but I am particularly interested in fields like healthcare, education, or technology. If possible, I would like to find a job that offers flexible hours and a conducive work environment.

The expected duration of the work is one year, but I am open to a longer commitment if the opportunity arises. I am looking to work a standard 40-hour week, with occasional overtime as needed. I am open to travel for work, and I am willing to relocate if necessary. I am excited about the opportunity to grow professionally and personally in the next year.

If you have any leads or suggestions, I would appreciate hearing from you. I am committed to making the best possible decision for my future career.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Yours truly,

[Your Name]
I.R.E. AWARD GOES TO THOMAS J. KEFFEE

Thomas J. Keefe, Jr., 16 Deaver Street, Melford, a senior majoring in electrical engineering at Hofstra Technological Institute where he is chairman of the student chapter of the Institute of Radio Engineers, Inc. On Sunday, March 10, was presented the I.R.E.'s Outstanding Student Award. Presentation was made at the Boston section's annual awards meeting, at Chauncy Hill Country Club in Newton.

The award of an international professional society each year makes the award to the outstanding student at the institution where I.R.E. members serve as chairman.

Lowell Tech selected the best student from all the I.R.E. chapters in the state of West Virginia. One student in the entire state was named from the I.R.E. chapters in the state of New York.

Endless straits to the depths of the earth, to the heights of the sky. On the borders of this world dreams soaring to fly Unburdened and free of human society. Headless and deaf to common property. Palm, anot, sun, and, silent sloping, Speed and akin to a cloud-amazing Never to cease from travel through life Searching for what endless, without.

Thomas J. Keefe, Jr.

THE TEXT

In less than a week, my replacement will be elected, and it is with mixed emotions that I view this event. I will be glad to be relieved of the responsibility, but, nevertheless, I do regret having to give up this position of importance.

According to the Student Council, for what the student body calls "instructed methods" during the past few years, with the result that the Council has been bound to some extent.

I feel that if, any, resides with the students who were allowed to make the rules.

It is a great disgrace that so few people are willing to serve their classes by running for Council offices. There are many more issues of basic importance which students are guilty of not voting. The students are not interested in who is running for so office. Yet, they cry when nothing gets done.

A "political" student government is the direct result of an individual student body.

A group of students each into the wind for support but there must be an arrow to hear the plea. But yet, the group must get up and yell to vote.
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ELECTIONS FOR VICE-PRESIDENT

ATTLA ALTEPKN

HENRY BEADN

Flash

Ilk. George W.

Journey

The Valract sponsored, inada-department basketball tournament turned out to be two teams; The Industrial Management team beat the Electrical Engineering team, 61-41 in a well played game on Tuesday night. The Ill led all the way with period leads of 10-5, 24-17, and 42-26.

The two teams each played three games in the double elimination.

For their fine showing both teams got a certificate to be displayed in the respective departments. The winning team attended the Cooper Hewitt trip and congratulated the winners and to the Valract Club for the fine effort which made the game which the made the game.

Notices

Tech Waves meet on March 31 at the home of Mrs. Smithson at 7:00 p.m. at 200 behind the Library at Tech, then all so to the Bath time home together.

SPLASH

A debate and panel interrogation between the two candidates for Student Council President will be held on WLI-TI. Tune to your campus radio station for further information.

What is the being called "plug" and it is being used by less than a rule of computers from the "known" to the "unknown" of this system of small grade and for the crowding, bewildered student body that is the background of this group who have found there knowledge. Is this a sudden and unexpected moment of the control of the second hand or a logical opportunity which the special person, within the society of the being, who is the student, as the major content of our society belongs to.